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Press release: Exciting additions to the Organoid® collection 

At Organoid®, nature is involved in the design process - you can see, feel and 

smell that. The surfaces are carefully crafted from real natural materials, 

climate-neutral and made in Austria. The collection is now expanded with five 

sustainable designs - for even more naturalness in the interior.  

 

ALMWIESN light - the blooming alpine meadows as a delicate light version 

The light and airy surface captivates us with its combination of loosely 

scattered regional hay, delicate marguerites and flower petals. The breathable 

flax fleece is part of the design and also ensures a pleasant indoor climate. The 

airy surface is particularly well-suited for large-scale applications. 

LAWENDL medium - delicately fragrant lavender stems and blossoms  

This surface provides pure relaxation: lavender has been proven to reduce 

stress and anxiety. With its calming look and breathable flax fleece, the surface 

improves the indoor climate and enhances all-around well-being. It is produced 

by using leftover products from lavender farming. 

WEINBLATTLA medium - autumnal vine leaves on natural flax fleece 

This surface combines cut wine leaves with breathable flax fleece for a 

colourful autumnal look. The vivid hues of red bring colour into the interior – 

for wine lovers and everyone who loves thinking back to relaxing walks in 

autumn. Perfectly suited for winemakers and gastronomers who create great 

culinary experiences with well thought-out concepts.   

MOUS MIX - Moss from upcycling with harmonious colour scheme 

Experience the forest floor indoors - this is now possible with the MOUS MIX 

surface in a new colouring. Light green and dark green moss is mixed for a 

naturally textured look. The moisture-regulating properties of the moss bring 

real freshness and well-being into the room. 

SKELETTBLATTLA on gold paper - a luxurious statement 

Real skeletonised leaves from rubber trees on exquisite gold paper bring a 

sense of natural elegance and lightness into the room. The shimmering golden 

background emphasises the delicate, filigree structure of the surface and allows 

for glamorous statements in interior design. 
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